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DISCOVER 
DIORSNOW
SUBLISSIME
A BREAKTHROUGH
WHITENING 
TECHNOLOGY, 
A NEW-GENERATION
MOLECULE, 
A SNOW-WHITE
RADIANCE, 
AN EMBLEMATIC
WOMAN.
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DIOR
SNOWThe dark spots that form when melanin accumulates are often the only thing standing

between you and snow-white perfect skin. DiorSnow Sublissime’s breakthrough technology
acts on existing and future melanin in a unique way in order to decrease its visibility
in skin cells.

• Melanin synthesis: acts in the heart of skin cells to actively reduce melanin production.
• Melanin intensity: reduces melanin concentration and accelerates its evacuation.

DiorSnow Sublissime tones down dark spots and turns up skin luminosity for a radiantly
spotless, unified complexion.

DISCOVER 
THE WHITENING
POWER OF
DIORSNOW
SUBLISSIME
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DISCOVER
THE SPOT-
TARGETING
SCIENCE OF
LIGHTENINE®

The newest melanin-fighting molecule to emerge from the laboratories of the Dior Innovation
Centre, Lightenine® is an ingredient exclusive to DiorSnow Sublissime Whitening Spot Reducer.

Melanin’s color darkens after being produced as it matures within skin cells through oxidative
process. That’s where Lightenine® acts. This powerful anti-oxidant radically diminishes skin’s
melanin visibility by acting on its darkening process*, leading to a reduction of dark spots in
coloration, size and number.

* in vitro.
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WHITE-
NING
POWER
ILLUMI-
NATES
SKIN
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DISCOVER
THE RADIANCE
OF A SPOT-
LESS SKIN
A dual skin strategy, the Spot Light Whitening Duo dramatically reduces the pigmentation gap
between general skin tone and dark spots for a translucent, spectacularly even complexion.

STEP ONE
DiorSnow Sublissime Whitening Repair Essence delivers unprecedented skin-whitening power,
acting on both overall face and spot lightening.

STEP TWO
The all-new DiorSnow Sublissime Whitening Spot Reducer precision-targets dark spots, thanks
to the melanin discoloration action of Lightenine®. It doubles the result of the Essence against
spot coloration*.

Working together, the Spot Light Whitening Duo diminishes spots and illuminates skin for a radiant,
flawless complexion, beautifully lit from within.

* Skin homogeneity measurement.
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DIOR
SNOWNatural extension of its brightening skincare program, DiorSnow Sublissime introduces

to its line a new UV Base and two make-up Liquid and Powder to protect skin from
without while fighting melanin from within*.

An illuminating UV and make-up program that protects and beautifies your skin.

* in vitro.

DISCOVER THE
RADIANCE OF
A FLAWLESS
COMPLEXION
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A POW-
ERFUL
SHIELD
FOR
YOUR
SKIN
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DISCOVER 
A POWERFUL
SHIELD 
FOR AN ULTIMATE
PROTECTION
AGAINST UV
RAYS.
The Ultimate Whitening UV Base SPF50-PA+++ rapidly hydrates and brightens the skin, instantly
giving a high luminosity look. With a delicious honeysuckle and light milk texture it glides on
smoothly, providing beautiful coverage while counteracting harmful UVA - UVB rays, preventing and
correcting excess pigmentation. To combat skin surface dullness, it is further enriched with Edelweiss
Complex, a powerful anti-oxidant that fights damage and dulling caused by inflammation and free
radicals*.

* in vitro.
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DISCOVER THE
RADIANCE OF
A FLAWLESS
COMPLEXION, 
LIT FROM
WITHIN AND
SHIELDED
FROM WITHOUT
Ultimate step to your routine, this unique association of skincare-activated makeup instantly
enhances the brightening benefit of your skincare and reveals a radiant perfection at any time:
The new UV-countering Whitening Liquid Foundation SPF 20 –PA++ offers flawless coverage
and long-lasting luminosity thanks to a comfortable lightweight semi-matte texture. As if
crystallized to form a network over the skin, the ultimate Radiant Complex Pigments instantly
compensate dull skin pigmentation resulting in a radiant effect. Even after removal, complexion
looks brighter as if glowing from within.

In association with the liquid, the new Whitening UV Loose Powder SPF 15-PA ++ provides
ultimate brightening touch and long-lasting foundation hold. Its light and airy Vitamin C-
enhanced texture envelops complexion in a translucent veil that smoothes and protects
complexion from external aggressions.
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DISCOVER THE NEW FACE OF DIORSNOW SUBLISSIME
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DIORSNOW
SUBLISSIME
PERSONIFIED
THE LUMINOUS
FACE AND
INCANDESCENT
GLAMOUR OF 
MYLÈNE
JAMPANOÏ
Born in Aix en Provence of a Chinese father and a French mother, Mylène Jampanoï positi-
vely glows with inner grace and beauty, making her the perfect “face” for DiorSnow
Sublissime. The star of Indian director Pan Nalin’s award-winning new feature, The Valley
of Flowers, Chinese director Sijie Dai’s The Chinese Botanist's Daughters and the upcoming
French release, Martyrs, Mylène also appears in the French film Le Bal des Actrices alongside
Isabelle Adjani and fellow Dior muse Monica Bellucci. A front-row fixture at every Dior
runway show, Mylène is a Dior devotee and the brand’s new emblematic face.

Mylène’s radiant beauty and strength of character have captivated audiences around the
world. Seductive, strong, and exquisitely feminine, equally at home in the East and the West, the
stylish French actress is a contemporary icon of exotic allure and elegance. Young, beautiful and
glamorous, she personifies to perfection the DiorSnow Sublissime woman.

BACKSTAGE OF
DIORSNOW SUBLISSIME

Mylène 
Jampanoï

Young, beautiful and glamorous,
she personifies to perfection the

DiorSnow Sublissime woman.

Seductive, strong, and exquisitely 
feminine, equally at home in the East 
and the West, the stylish French actress 
is a contemporary icon of exotic 
allure and elegance.
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DISCOVER THE DIORSNOW SUBLISSIME SKINCARE & MAKEUP RANGE
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MAKEUP RANGE
Discover the radiance of a flawless complexion.

DIORSNOW SUBLISSIME
UV BASE SPF 50 NEW!
(2 SHADES: TRANSLUCENT
OR PEARLY WHITE)

This new all-day sun-protection
makeup base provides the highest
UVA-UVB filter, for an optimized
protection. It rapidly hydrates and
brightens the skin, instantly giving a
high luminosity look. Available in
two shades: Pearly White and
Translucent.

Clinical evaluation tests* prove it: 
• 16% increase in complexion brightness
• 14% decrease in color intensity of
dark spots.

Dermatologic tests** prove it: 
• 93% of women report that the
product protects the skin
• 83% of women report that it 
leaves skin looking smooth.

* Dermatologist evaluation using graded
scale on 25 subjects, during 8 weeks.
** Self-evaluation by 25 Japanese women;
application morning and night for 8 weeks.

DIORSNOW SUBLISSIME
UV BASE SPF 35 NEW!
(3 SHADES: BEIGE,
MAUVE, TRANSLUCENT)

Dior’s daytime shield for the skin
offers a pleasurable comfort and acts
as a makeup base. It brightens and
unifies skin tone while providing a
beautifully smooth, semi-matte 
coverage. Available in three shades:
mauve to enhance luminosity,
translucent for transparency and
beige for a natural complexion.

WHITENING POWDER
MAKEUP SPF30 

This brightening powder foundation
perfectly covers imperfection and
efficiently helps fight dullness while
creating a powerful shield against
UVA-UVB. Its light and silky texture
lets the complexion unified, smooth
and radiant, as if lit from within.

WHITENING LIQUID
FOUNDATION SPF25
NEW!

New to the DiorSnow Sublissime
makeup line, this skincare-activated
Whitening Liquid Foundation offers
instant flawless coverage with long-
lasting brightening benefit. Unique
Radiant Complex Pigments help
compensate dull skin pigmentation
and envelop skin in a softly lit halo
for a complexion that seems to glow
from within.

Dermatological tests* prove it: 
• 100% of women report immediate
anti-dullness effect.
• 93% of women report increased
skin brightness even after removal
• 97% of women report long-lasting
deep whitening benefit

* Self evaluation questionnaires carried out
on 30 Asian women, tested the Diorsnow
fluid foundation during 4 weeks use.

DIORSNOW SUBLISSIME

WHITENING UV SPOT
CORRECTOR SPF50
NEW!

Applied with small touches under
your complexion base (or as touch-
ups over makeup), this spot concea-
ler with maximized UVA-UVB pro-
tection naturally and instantly
conceals dark spots and skin irregu-
larities. Ideally protected and evened-
out, the complexion is brighter,
makeup looks flawless, and pigmen-
tation excesses fade gradually.

Users confirm it: 
• 93% of women report that
Whitening UV spot corrector SPF50
perfectly covers complexion imperfections
• 93% of women report that the skin
is protected

* Self evaluation questionnaires carried out
on 30 japanese women, 4 weeks of twice a
day application.

WHITENING UV LOOSE
POWDER SPF 15 
NEW!

The ultimate brightening touch and
perfect companion to the Whitening
Liquid Foundation, this light and
airy Vitamin C-enhanced powder
does double duty, providing perfect
complexion coverage and a pro-
active barrier against external aggres-
sions like UV rays, excess sebum and
pollution.

Dermatological tests* prove it: 
• 100% instantly brightens the skin
• 100% enhances luminosity and
radiance
• 97% unifies and smoothes the 
complexion
• 94% day after day skin is more
radiant

* Self evaluation questionnaires carried out
on 31 women, after 4 weeks of application
with one daily application.

SKINCARE RANGE
Discover the perfect synergy of the DiorSnow beauty 

routine for a radiant and spotless skin.

BRIGHTENING
RESURFACER 

Resurface and revitalize your com-
plexion with this state-of-the-art
radiance booster and brightener. It
can be used as a mask or mild scrub
to gently lift dead cells and amplify
natural luminosity.

VISIBLE WHITENING
ESSENCE SHEET MASK
NEW!

A fast acting skin-brightening boos-
ter treatment. In just 20 minutes,
this pure cotton mask, infused with
intense whitening hydrating essence
and Gumbo (Okura) extract deli-
vers an instantly clearer, more even,
more luminous complexion.

Dermatological tests* prove it:
Dermatologist evaluation reports that: 
• 39% increase in skin radiance
• 44% increase in complexion uniformity
• 28% increase in complexion lightness.

*Clinical evaluation of 32 Japanese women
before and after 4 weeks of twice-a-day
application.

DIORSNOW SUBLISSIME Discover the

concentrated 

action of DiorSnow 

skincare specialists.

For an instantly

brightened and 

radiant skin.

WHITENING
CLEANSING GEL-MILK
NEW!

A gentle milky gel that 
dissolves makeup and lifts away
impurities for a clean complexion
and softer skin.

Dermatologic tests prove it: 
• 69% of subjects report that skin
is fresh 
• 76% of subjects report that skin
is smooth and soft.

* Self evaluation questionnaires carried
out on 29 Japanese women, 4 weeks of
once a day application.

WHITENING
RADIANCE FOAM
CLEANSER NEW!

A soft and creamy foam that illu-
minates and purifies complexion.
Perfectly cleansed, your skin is
fresher while its hydration is 
preserved.

Measurement of hydration after
one application prove it:
Whitening Radiance Foam
Cleanser preserves initial skin
hydration during 6h.

CLARIFYING WIPE-
OFF LOTION 

A gentle clarifier that leaves skin
feeling gently exfoliated and per-
fectly primed for intensive white-
ning treatment.

WHITENING LOTION 

A high-performance daily lotion
that brightens and rejuvenates skin.
Available in two versions, for more
comprehensive and targeted results.

FRESH WHITENING
LOTION
A water-fresh lotion that visibly
retextures and brightens the skin
while refining pores.

Or 

MOISTURIZING
WHITENING LOTION
This multi-action lotion brightens,
soothes and hydrates the skin, resto-
ring inner glow.

SPOT LIGHT WHITENING
DUO NEW!
WHITENING REPAIR
ESSENCE + WHITENING
SPOT REDUCER

The star of DIORSNOW SUBLISSIME,
this two-step intensive whitening treat-
ment begins with Whitening Repair
Essence, a concentrated, fast-penetra-
ting, ultra-moisturizing serum that ins-
tantly brightens and refines com-
plexion, while lightening dark spots.

Skin evenness is further maximized
with the new Whitening Spot Reducer,
an easy-to-use pencil that is applied
directly to dark spots. The coloration
difference between skin and dark spot
is further reduced, skin is more even
and radiant than ever before.

Users confirm it*: 
• 83% of subjects report that the Spot
Light Whitening Duo has a significant
whitening effect.
• 73% of subjects report significant
lightening of dark spots.
• 80% report complexion appears more
homogenous and transparent.

*Monadic test on 30 women during 4 weeks of
application.

WHITENING
MOISTURE CRÈME 

Moisturizing magic: a light-
weight gel cream with a strong
hydration action for a smooth
and supple skin, and an even
complexion.

Or 

WHITENING PORE-
REFINING GEL NEW!
A fresh, ultra-light gel that tigh-
tens pores for a radiant, refined
and mattified skin.

Dermatologic tests* prove it: 
• 80% of women report that
complexion is more homogeneous
• 87% of women report that skin
is supple.

* Self evaluation questionnaires on 30
Japanese women during 8 weeks of twice
a day application.

WHITENING
ILLUMINATING EYE
TREATMENT NEW!

An effective double-action 
treatment for tired eyes dimmed by
pigmentation flaws, this silky cream-
gel rapidly decreases undereye circles
and puffiness, and magically restores
brightness.

Dermatologic tests* prove it: 
• 97% of women report that eye
contour is clearer
• 91% of women report that eye
contour is smoother

* Self evaluation questionnaires on 32 
Asian women during 8 weeks of twice 
a day application .
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DIORSNOW
SUBLISSIME

Sabrina UBINANA
International Press & Public Relations Manager

subinana@diormail.com

Jérôme PULIS
International Communication Director 

jpulis@diormail.com

Christian Dior Parfums
33, avenue Hoche – 75008 Paris

Tel : + 33 (0) 1 49 53 85 00
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